Everyone needs to wake up by Gary Bate
Let's see how that goes...
They're making available 130 trillion of the pot they've managed to hoard thus far. The pot actually
is bottomless and their money doesn't turn them on anymore.
Imagine it – you create money out of thin air and you loan it to 'your' governments at interest of
course. This keeps your bottomless pot topped up and it keeps 'your' collateral (the citizens) all
indebted to you. You do the same thing with the major industries you want to completely control –
you loan them your fake money and you take the controlling interests in their businesses. All the
best gravy trains come back to you...
You stand up at COP and you tell the World that you're making another 130 trillion available as
loans to businesses that you deem have a green signature. It's blah, blah, blah; business as usual!
No fucker has got a decent wedge of money because you greedy bastards have hoarded it all in your
tax exempt trusts and companies. You've been running a well-oiled ponzi operation for God knows
how long and now you have the audacity of using our vulnerable youngsters to promote yourselves.
You think we're stupid and for the most part you're correct!
You move your minions around and you pay them well and or bribe them, to make sure all is going
to plan. It comes to something when the aphrodisiac of power is greater than a human life. You
may think we're stupid, but you're just as trapped in your souls as we are. So adorn your suits and
continue to jet around the globe, espousing your latest 'power grab' and I'll continue to sit here with
my coffee laughing at you...
Predictability is boring and you're almost totally predictable. In any event, we know where you're
headed with your moves. We also know that you'll continue to rape our land, rape our children and
bleed us dry to feed your insatiable lust. You will never know what exists beyond the light because
your own perversions prevent you from going there.
There's an equality in God that you seem to have forgotten. You have assumed that you are superior
and thus you have become controlling tyrants. Shame on you! In my evolution I am to find
forgiveness for you. That's easy for me because I understand entities who do not accept their
equality with me. I will not judge you as stupid. I prefer to think of you as wet behind the ears...
You have an opportunity but I doubt that you'll take it. Of course it won't make you any richer than
you already are and it won't further your totalitarian agenda. The opportunity is to accept your
equality with us, the common people, and to find compassion for all life.
We are basically good people. We wouldn't dream of doing to you what you are doing to us. We are
not that callous or cruel. Technology has its place but it also has its limitations. In order to become
immortal you will have to lose yourself in it. Natural is the only route to immortality. Tech can help
and sync with natural evolution.
But hey I get it – you don't want to give up all that power (pity). What are you going to do if we all
say no and thus there's no victims? No, we are not yet advanced enough to force your hands and
you know that. Only we can evolve ourselves and I include you in the WE.
Please use your money wisely and please stop these silly, deadly games, you like to play. I am just a
bored observer with nothing better to do than write to you ~ Gary Bate.

